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ABSTRACT 
We describe initial work investigating the role of intent in human-
robot teams within the specific context of soldiers interacting via 
natural language with robots to achieve cooperative goals. With the 
goal of improving the transparency and explainability of robot 
actions, we identify how intent might be structured in human-robot 
teams while considering how natural language dialogue can be used 
to convey, monitor, and correct diversions from a Soldier’s intent. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Effective communication between teams of humans and robots will 
require robots to interpret and monitor the intent of human 
counterparts. Intent for this work is defined as what the human 
wants the robot to do, and in certain circumstances the ability of the 
robot (or robotic reasoning component) to infer the human’s 
objective(s) or purpose in order to select behaviors that align. In 
this paper, we define a taxonomy of intent for human-robot 
interaction in military contexts, where natural language processing 
capabilities can help ensure transparency and shared understanding. 
 
Today, teaming between humans and robots is imbalanced. There 
is a consistent push for changing the ratio of multiple humans 
controlling one robot, to one human in charge of multiple robots for 
military and other operations [1], even to the point of human and 
swarm interaction [2]. As the military environment increases in 
complexity, it will not be possible for a human to carry out detailed 
control and monitoring of multiple robots. Therefore, concepts such 
as intent-based command and control relationships between human 
and robot teammates may prove essential for supporting these 
future paradigms. For these relationships to be implemented 
effectively it is essential that the design processes consider how to 
increase the bi-directional shared understanding of the intent and 
progress towards it.  
 
Much can be learned from human-to-human interactions and the 
expectations of the target users. In the military context, intent is 
heavily ingrained in the concept of Commander’s Intent (CI), 

which is a section of military orders describing the purpose, key 
tasks, and desired end state. CI is used as a way to provide 
subordinates with guidance, yet still allow them the flexibility to 
accomplish the mission, given the often dynamic nature of the 
modern battlefield. This disciplined initiative is the core benefit, 
and likely expectation, of truly intent-based robotic behavior for the 
intended user group. Research on CI [3] has highlighted the critical 
foci of sharing intent to include its: formulation, communication, 
interpretation and implementation; all of these will play a role in 
improving transparency and explainability in human-robot teaming 
as well. 

2 SOLDIER INTENT IN A HUMAN-ROBOT 
INTERACTION CONTEXT 

2.1  Intent Taxonomy 
The first step in understanding the role of intent in human-robot 
teaming is to ask what intent could mean for this context. 
Table 1 provides a high-level breakdown of seven potential intent 
types that were identified based on extensive literature review and 
feedback from the operational community. See [4] for a more 
detailed description and discussion. The intent types are scaled for 
increasing complexity primarily on the need for more automatic 
interpretation and reasoning and the use of implicit/existing 
knowledge (information not immediately provided to a robot) to 
ensure understanding and compliance.  
 
The first three levels have increasing flexibility and an increasing 
need to deal with ambiguity, but can all be seen as the human telling 
the robot exactly what to do. Starting at Level 4 the taxonomy 
crosses more into what could be considered disciplined initiative 
and what the Soldier would see as more in line with intent 
expectations. The robot at Level 4 has a higher-level assignment 
(e.g., search for threats, clear a route) but has to determine how it 
will do that (e.g., where to look, what is a threat, how to react when 
a threat is identified) and this can be based on the robot’s reasoning 
capabilities, as well as bi-directional communications such as 
natural language. From this level on the amount of initiative 
increases to include deciding to stop or adapt an assignment (Level 
5) all the way to fully autonomous duty (Level 7). Level 6 
represents more of a wild card theme which is where the robot will 
need to be able to take input and provide information to support 
mission completion from various humans. This would be a true 
team context of HRI where inputs and outputs are flowing between 
multiple parties rather than one human assigned to interact with the 
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robot. Although this could realistically happen at any level of 
intent, this is especially challenging in a natural language context, 
with the need to track priorities of input, relevant prior references, 
and provide tailored reporting, as compared to various team 
members using a graphical user interface (GUI). 
 
The goal of this taxonomy is to promote discussion of what intent 
could mean and how to support it, as well as provide a benchmark 
of sorts to steer development efforts to match operational needs, as 
well as to guide operator’s expectations as these robots are added 
to their team. 
 

Table 1. Taxonomy describing intent for human-robot teaming. 

2.2 Natural Language to Communicate Intent 
Natural language, in particular spoken dialogue, offers the benefit 
of familiarity and flexibility for humans while providing a hands-
free mode of interacting with robots. Additionally, dialogue allows 
both humans and robots as part of a team to communicate intent 
and explain their actions. As a bidirectional mode of 
communication, dialogue enables a robot to prompt for clarification 
(e.g., of a natural language instruction or a human teammate’s 
intent), thereby reducing uncertainty for joint decision-making. 
Natural language can be robust to variation in military-relevant 
scenarios, e.g., phases of operation ranging from planning (where 
most information is imparted and confirmed, e.g., via briefings and 
back briefings) to tactical (more action-based commands keeping 
higher order intent in mind and often where dialog ambiguities need 
to be resolved) that will impact the dialog and response times. Text 
processing can support initial interpretation of mission documents, 
while dialogue processing can enable requests for additional 
tasking, details, clarification and adaptation in response to changes. 
 
A key aspect to collaborative natural language interaction will be 
the building of common ground, or shared understanding, between 
members of a human-robot team [5]. Indeed, building common 

terminology has been an enduring problem in human teams when 
understanding CI [3]. Having a common terminology is seen as key 
to facilitating the rapid execution of orders without excessive 
discussion or misinterpretation [6]. Understanding a single 
utterance may not be enough. Given the natural limitations of any 
language or vocabulary, the interpretation of an explicit 
communication will always be based on an extensive network of 
implied meanings that are used to modify the specific words.  
 
We are exploring scenarios where robots and humans must work 
together to perform tasks in previously unexplored environments. 
Robot teammates must apply incoming instructions to the current 
situation, which may include pre-defined goals associated with a 
broader mission. The situation not only includes the current 
environment, but also past instructions that the robot successfully 
achieved with the team. Transparent priorities and rules may 
present an effective way to guide choices for the robotic teammates 
while providing situational awareness to the human operator to 
allow better prediction of robot actions and responses. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 
We present a taxonomy of intent and describe how natural language 
could be used to convey intent in human-robot teams. There are 
often misunderstandings in interpretation of intent and therefore a 
means to confirm, clarify, or correct the intended behaviors needs 
to be implemented. The robot needs to know what it needs to do 
and the human needs a way to confirm that the robot initially 
understands the goal and priorities and can then remain aware of 
progress/divergence from this as the mission proceeds.  
 
An intent statement alone without additional background 
information will be insufficient for inferring the correct behaviors 
for most situations. The information required will differ by 
situation and context, and depend on the specific tasking, role and 
capabilities. Ensuring that the robot has this essential information 
cannot demand excessive workload from the human or this will risk 
eliminating the value added. Designers of these interactions have 
to give serious thought to what information is required, how it 
should be provided (speech, text, rules, other) and when, as well as 
how to generalize across contexts. 
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Levels of Intent for Human-Robot Teaming 

1. Basic commands. Do as I say: “Go to Waypoint 1 and watch.” 

2. Ambiguous references. Must decipher objects and references to 
correctly act: “Go to/behind/near the parked car.” 

3. Performance conditions. Interpret more abstract conditions and 
constructs for performance such as “Go there 
covertly/undetected.” 

4. Determine tasking. Interpret goal/assignment into objects and 
actions of interest: “Search buildings in area A to identify 
threats.” 

5. Adaptation from goal/assignment. Change or adapt 
mission/assignment based on changing situation. 

6. Multi-human context. Robot can take input and provide 
information to support mission completion from various humans. 

7. Inconsistent human input. Robot provided mission-level 
task/role based on end-state or objectives and can be left on 
autonomous duty to reason which tasks from a set of possible 
tasks it could best perform to support/accomplish that mission 
given the current circumstances. 
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